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1. (a)   Explain any two properties of a form.

(b)  What do you mean by a form-load event ?

(c)   How can your add access character to a menu item ?

(d)   What is the difference between toolbar and coolbar ?

(e)   Write the syntax to create a circle in VB.

(f)    What do you mean by LOF and EOF ?

(g)   Enlist the various data bound controls.

(h)   Which data control can be used for remote access ?

2. Write a program in VB which creates a collection and show various types of processing such as 

adding an item, removing an item, counting the items and displaying the items in a collection.

3.  (a)  Write and explain the purpose of the following in VB :

(i) Load and unload statement

(ii) Activate and deactivate events.

(b)     Explain drag and drop operation in a form with the help of a small VB program.

4.    Explain the following in detail :

        (a)    Common Dialogue Box

        (b)    RichText Box Control.

5.    Write a program in VB having menu items File and Edit. Insert New, Open, Save under File

 menu, and Cut, Copy, Paste under Edit menu. Write the coding for the submenus under edit       

menu, show the design, and explain the procedure to create this project.

6.    How many types of files can be created in VB ? Explain the uses of each type of file using 

        suitable examples.

7.     Write a VB program for drawing a rectangle filled with blue colour on the form. The starting

        point of the rectangle is at place where mouse first get down and move to the end point when

        mouse get released.

8.     Explain various methods of connecting database with VB. Which of the methods is most 

        suitable to different type of database ? Explain its major properties and methods in detail.

9.     Write a program in VB to read and write the employee records from database. How can you 

         update the database using VB program ? Explain using data access objects.


